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ApplicatIon of Two Dinlensiollal Unsteady C >, ' 
Aerodynamics to a Free-Tip Rotor Response Analysis 
Leslie Yates 
Russmark Inc. 
602 Stendhal Ln. 
Cup('rtino,CA 95014 
lIiroyuki Kumagai 
The University of J{ansas C('nter of Research Jnc. 
2291 Irving lllll Dr .• Campus West 
LawrenC'('. K~ (i()OI5-2!)G9 
~'lIII1Jln ry 
Tht· frf'c··tip rotor utiliz('s It rotor hladr IiI' which i!\ structurally clrcoupuled from the 
hladf' inlJoarcJ s('C'tion. The tip i::. fn'(' to pitrh ahout it!'. O\\n pitch axis to respond to the 
IUI'a l fI(I\\ 'lII~ularity chang('s. Ttli' tip abn ('XPCrif'lIf(,)' ttl(' h('iI\'ing mOlion due to the 
flal',.ill)!. flf till' rotor blade. For all airfoil in al1~ pilChillJ1. and It('a\'ing motion which can 
Ilf .' ... "illI,)(·d into a Fourier sNi£'s. Ilu· lilt Clllciul()W£'1I1 cCilrulal('(1 hy Theodorsen's th('ory 
i~' "IIIIJ,I~ til£' linear combination 01 the' lift and II10rrl£'1I1 calrulah·d for each harmonic. 
'1'''1'''(' iii' and moment art· thell us,·d to clC't<'fwirll' th(' r('spOIIS(' of the free-tip rotor. A 
paralJU'lrir ",'uuy is performed to deH'rrnillC' tlt(' ('Ir"rl of llI('rhaniral damping, mechanical 
!'pring. >;\\('\'JI. friffion,. and a constant control 1110111('111 011 till' fr(,(·-tip rotor response 
. ·dlilfttrlt·ri:-Ik .. and th("resulting azillluthallift di~lrib\llioll~. Til.· Tl'sults showed that the 
Irf'f'-tip hOI" tllC' capahility to suppress the o!-cillal(lr~ lift di"triblltion around Ihe azimuth 
itlld to t·lirllillal,· a significant negative lift p('ak Oil IIII' ad\'illlring tip. This result agrees 




" ,~, .~ 'v... :-'~ < F" ' ":.. 
1. Ilitrodut'tioll 
For a h('lkoptcr in forward flight. Iher(' is a signifka.nl n('gativ(' lift on tIl(' tip (If 
I lI(' advancillg hl~d('. This combined with a Jlosit iv(' lift on th" f(!1 r(~alillg sid(' raIlS(,S an 
()scillalory lin loading which arts as a sourr" of vihratioll. It has Iwen sugr,est('d t hal it 
fn·c·-tip ("()lIfigura1iulI cOllld suppr<'SS th(' oscillalory azimuthal lift dislrihutions at 1h(' tip 
and minimize I his source of th(' vibrat.ion . 
.\. f rc·c··t i p rot or r(",sisl s of a con\'(,111 iona I inboard se'rt ion with IIII' 0111 <'r fi VI' I () IHleNI 
Iwrn'nt of t III' iliad" allow('d 10 pilch ind('p('ndc'ntly of t 1)(' inn('r s('('1 ion of thl' hladc' (Figur(' 
1). A JIIorc' c!l·tail('d disrllssion can be found in Hc·f('r<mrt· J IIl1d 2. In programs FTH2 and 
HOVER. which compul<' the tip respons(' in forward flighl alld tht' lip r('sponst'\o an air j('l 
in howr r<'SP('cl i\'('ly. Kumagai us('d a l'l<'ady calcllia tioll for I ht' lift ('()('fliri('nt. a constant 
lIIonwnt w('fliric'nt at the 2;";;: chord. alltl an aC'rndYllalllir damping factor raklllalt!d frolil 
1111' Quasi \'orl('x Lattin' ~1C'thod to sl IId~ tIlt' 1l('Ilil\'ior (If tlrt' frc'c,-tip (H"fc·rt.'rlrl' J and 
:!). lIis study indkatc!d that tIl<' fr('('-t"ip do<!S indt·(,d make I.h(' azi 11111 t hal lift c.Iistrihutions 
I('sl> oscillatory. 
Boeing \'I'rtol cllso uc·\,c!opc·d a program to d('\('rlrlirH' 1111' lu,ha\"ior of thc' frN·-li". III 
t hc·ir program. B-(i;i. I hI' lift andmoJIIl'nt ar(' ralrulah'd frolll Th('()dorsC'II's tlwory for wing .. 
ill Jlitdlin~ lIndlf('a\'ing mol ion (Hefc'r('nrt' :q. TIll' aC'foclynalllir c1alllpin~ i!- alltolllalkall~ 
indlldl'cJ in th(:sc' c~kllialions, In B·(j;, il is assurrl«'cI that th(' IOfal aJl~II' uf ;l11arK. tIlt' 
inflow iin~Jc·. t h(' flapping an~II·. and t lit' dO\\'o\\"1."h \'C'IClrity can all I,,, approxirnalt'd hy a 
('nnst ant tNrn arIel a sinusoidal tC'fIJl wit h t hI' angular \'I'lodty of IIII' rotor. 
'flr(' purpo!'>(' of thC' pre'!'>('1I1 study is tn inrluell' 'fhc'odors('II'!'o tlwory in the' c'xistin~ 
Iwo diuII'lIsiollallllun<'riral lIIodC'b. FTH:! and HO\'EIL and in\'c'sli~ah' its "fr('rl!. on thl' 
fr('('-tip rt'spOIl~"I' (harilrt('fislic~. Although no lJIodifications \\'('fl' IlIil,II' to thl' lirt ,,"e1 
1II0lllcnt elc'ri\'('cJ fWIII Th('oc]or!'e'n's t h(·ory. I hC' lo('al all~lC' of alt ad;. t hI"' inflow anglC', I hI' 
flapping al1~le. alld tIll' d()\\nwa!o.h ,'C'lodlY arl' all c'xpClllllc'c! inln FOllri('r sNic's, and th,'lifl 
unci lJIortll"'nl arC' then \llIiqudy uelerlllinl·d for ('ach harmoniC'. '1'/11' cOllllllltc'r programs 
- . UI'\"(·lop('d to UI~I ('rmillC' the" f('spOllse of 1/11'" fr<'t',;1 ip wen' t ·~STE .. \ I> Y ane! t, :'\ST II ov It 
For a sIllall scalI' "lo(1C'1 in forw<lrd flight. III<' loral allglc'" of attack was cakulatc'd 
\Ising lhrcl' IIl1'thods. FTH2, B·(j';, and t:~STEAf)Y. Thl' dill"l'rC'II("1~s ill tltl' sulutions art' 
disc.ussC'u ill rC'fC'f('IIc(' to t hI' formulat iOIl of the t"re'l' nH!lhods. For t he' salll(' modd ill 
howr. t/Il' responsC' to an air jc·t was C'xaminC'd u:-;ing HO\'!-:U alld l':'\STIIO\·H. 
For 1/1<' sUlall scale modd and a full scale modl'l. the' 1'11('('1 of challging a number of ; 
parallll"'t<'rs on Ihl'azimllthallift distrihut.ion was sludic,d. Th(' paralllc'lc'rs \'ari('c1 WNt' thl' 
('OllslanlrnomC'llt rodficil'nt at til(' 25';;, chord, thC' constant cont.rol fII()lIIC'nt, the SW(!C')l in 
tNIII!'. of till' Ht'rodynamic ("('n\(~r ofrM't of thC' frl"'c.tip from its pilch axis, thl' friction. thc' 
IJlI'c1Jallical clampillg. and IIII' JlI{·challkalspring COIl1;t.ant. 
( 
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Fourier coefficients of £ (1) 
Fourier coefficients of £(cos nw/) 
Fourier ('oefficieJlts of £(sin nw/) 
harmonic coefficients of 0 
aerodynamic damping coefficient (lb It sec/It) 
mechanical damping coefficient (lb It ser./ It) 
drag coefficient 
lift coefficient 
lift curve slope Urad) 
lift coefficient due to the steady part of the 0, P. ~/;. and ¢ 
lift coefficient due to the n-th harmonic 
moment coefficient 
chord length (It) 
location of the pitch axis measured from the leading (·dge in frac~.ion of c" 
rotor thrust coefficient 
rotor propulsive force coefficient 
" downwashvelocity (It/sec)' 
harmonic coeflicicnts of the downwash velocity (It / sec) 
vertical location of the free-tip duc to the heaving motion (It) 
pure imaginary number 
moment of inertia for the frefl-tip per unit span (slug 112/ It) 
aerodynamic spring coefficient (Ib It / It) 
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operator acting upon 0, d,·fjnc·d by eq. (27) 
reference lengths used in calculating the feathering moment (It) 
span of the frefl-tip (II) 
mass of the free-tip (slugl/t) 
Mach number 
operator acting upon tP; ~ and {J, defined by eq. (27) 
Fourier coefficients of .M 
moment measured at the quarter chord (/b /tl It) 
forward and aft masses contributing to tht> feathering moment (lb /tl It) 
moment due to drag and the dihedral (lb /tl It) 
moment caused hy frit-tion (III /tl It) 
moment caused by the' aerodynamic 5pring (lb /t / It) 
feathering moment (lb /t! /t) 
total pressure (Ib/ /( 2) 
total pressure at infinity (lbi /t 2 ) 
dynamic pressure (tbl/t 2) 
con~tant control mom.ent (lb /t / /1) 
radiw;of the rotor (It) 
-time (sec) 
velocity of the rotor blade tip (It/lice) 
free stream velocity (It/sec) 
perturbation velocity (It/sec) 
forward velocity of the helicopter (Ill sec) 
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loration of a shed vortex (f I) 
location of the pitch axis measured from mid-chord of the airfoil (It) 
local angle of attack (rad) 
constant term in the Fouri('r <'x pans ion of the local angle of attack (rad) 
flapping I\ngle (rad) 
effectiv(' pilch axis offset, distance between pitch axis and effective 
aerodynamic center in fraction of the chord 
slrength of shc~d vortex 
harmonic coefficients of AI' 
free-tip dihedral, positive down (rad) 
pitch angle of the free-tip measured from disk plant' (rad) 
rolor advance ratio 
fric-tion co('Hicienl 
free strr.am air density (slug/ ft~) 
rotor solidity 
velocilY potential 
perturbalion velocity potential 
inflow anglC' (rad) 
. harmonic: c:oC'ffiden1.s of t.h('inflow angle' (rad) 
azimuthal angl(' (rad) 
angular velocity of the rotor (rad/.<;ec) 
angular velocity of airfoil pitching motion (Tad/sec) 
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3. Formulations 
3.1. Theodorscn's Lift and Moment Coefficients 
For an airfoil in potential flow, the velocity potential can be defined as (Figure 2) 
~ = U:lOX + ~' (1) 
where lloox is the free stream velocity potential and 41' is the perturbation velocity poten-
tial, 
The pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil is given by the unsteady, incom-
pressibl~ Bernoulli's equation, 
p~~oo -= _ aa~' - ~ ((U~ + U)2 + v2 t w2 ) + ~llc!, (2) 
The vector (u, v, w) is the perturbation velocity v~ctor, If the perturbation velocities are 
small with respect to the free stream velocity, this equation can be linearized to give 
p- poo = _ a~' _ V:;,ou (3) 
Poo at 
The lifting pressur(' is the difference in the pressure on the upper and lower surfaces of the 
wing, 
where 
~~ = ~' I upJler l'ur(ace 
= -~' hower l'ur(:l("e 
(4) 
(5) 
The perturbation velocity potential for an airfoil in pitching and heaving motion 
consists of three parts, the velocity.potential due to I he pitching mol ion. cI>( 0), thp. veloCity 
potential due to the heaving motion, ~(h), and the v(·locity potential due to shed vortices, 
9(~r). Following Theodorsen's derivation, thc~(' potentials evaluat('lI on the surface of 
t.he airfoil are given by 
r.--' dO (:r ) "r:---~(o) =VooOyl-:r~ -1- dt 2 - XII \/] - x'l 
dh r---~ (It) == dt V 1 - :r 2 (6) 
~ (~r) ~~ ~r (Xo) tan - I (ii~~i~\~~ - 1) 
27T 1 - .rXo 
6 
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where 0 is pitch angle, :c is the location on the airfoil, ~~ is the downwash velocity, and 
~(ar) is the velocity potential for a vortex of strength ar at :Co (Figure 2). 
To meet the K uUa condition at the trailing edge, the perturbation potential must 
satisfy 
8~'1 - = finite (7) 
8:c %=1 
Letting ~' = ~(O) + <%>(h) + <%>(6r) and substituting into Equation (7) gives 
-:c (UooO + dO (:: _ :co) + dh) 
~1 - :c~ dt 2 dt 
+ 1 ~ [00 ar (:co) J.Xr=l dxo ~1_x22'1rJl :Co-:C (8) 
. + ! dO ~I = finite 
2 dl z=J 
For the above expression to be finite, the coefficient of -r!==.: must be zero at :c = 1. This 
V l-z~ 
defines an integral equation for the vortex strength density ar(xol. 
1 1:lO ffi-{o + 1 dO (1 ) dh 
- ar(xo) -- dxo = UcoO + - - - Xo +-2'1r 1· Xo - 1 dt 2 dt (9) 
In thE' helicopter environment. it is possible to expand 0 and ~1 into the Fourier series 
:>0 
o =00 + z::: On elnw 
. .. 
"",1 
dh == dho of \.~ ~hn elnOI 
dt dt L- dt 
... n::.l· . 
(10) 
where n is the angular velocity of the rotor and the r.oefficients On and ~ are complex 
to allow for the phase angles. 
Assuming that the vortices are carried away with the free stream velocity, the vortex 
density can he written as 
ar(xo,t) = Ar (t - :;;) (11) 
This also can be expanded into a Fourier series, 
00 
Af(x("t) = Aro + L Ar n e,,,n(t-z,,/[1) (12) 
n=1 
7 
r ;~ (..: ' 
. -. 
,. ~ r • 
• .' "(. ( " "v' (" ~ ",' 0·, -:.: f' • • 
It should be noted that the "fre~ stream" velocity for the helicopter rotor'tip is i'n fact time 
dependent. It takes the form U = OR + V sin nt. This time dependence will be ignored in 
the derivation of Theodorsen'5 lift and moment coefficients. 
Substitution of the Fourier expansions of 0, ~~ , and AI' into Equation (9) gives 
.!. 1~ (ArO + f:Af~e'~'*-Z"/(I») JXO + 1 dxo = UOo 
21T JI n=1 xo-l 
OCI ( ()) 
dhn . 1 dh n mOt 
+Tt + ~ UOn ,· mOOn 2 - Xo + Tt e 
(13) 
Equation (13) can be solved for AI' n to giv(' 
21TU (o + J, ~t!!!, ) Aro =.: __ • U ': .elL .. 
f oo /",., .. 1 d \ .~--- Xn 1 z,,-I 
(14) 
21TU {o + tnQ~ (! _ x ) + 1. !!.b.It) Ar n = n " .. _ 2 11 II dC .. 
f OCI {;;;±I·c-·nnz .. //I dx 1 V z,;--l 0 
Sinc(' Ar n depends only uI=)n n-th harmonic of 0 and ~, it is possible to write tllC 
the perturbation velocity potential as the linear <"OlIIbination of the velocity potentials for 
each harmonic. 
ex, 
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, where 
410 =V 00 + _. - V 1 - x 2 ( 1 dhO) r;--;, U dt 
, f 00 - 1 . .Ij"":";i v'53 tan v I -z· " dx 2· U (0 1 dh(,) 1 '-ZZII 0 +'Jr u+,- I: l.) dt roo 7,,+1 dx 
Jo z,,-I (I 
[ Inn (% ) 1 dh n ] r:----; cfJ n =U On + U 2' - X8 On + U dt VI - x 2 (16) 
+ 2'JrU 0 + - - - Xu 0 + - - X [ ann (X ) ] dh u ] n U 2 " n U dt 
[f OO t -1 vJ=?v'z~ - 1 d ] 1 an l-zz" %0 
f oo VZllt) f.'·InOxu/lT dx I 1',,-1 0 
Since small perturhations were assumed, the lifting pressure distribution on the airfoil 
is linear in aa~' and in ga~~' Therefore, the lifting pressure can be written as the linear 
combination of the lifting pressures calculated for each harmonic, 
A 2 ~ (OcfJ n U OcfJn ) 4.lp= - Poo L -- + --
n=O at ax 
(17) 
and the jift and· moment co~mdcnt for' an' arbitrary heaving and pitching motionc~n be 
written as the linear combination of Theodorsl'n's lift and moment coefficients for ear.h 
I·armonic. 
~" 
c/ =:'=/ .... L l'/ .. 
"- I (18) 
'-
Crn =OC"'II 4· L ('m .. 
"' I 
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are as follows. 
[ 
1 dho 0/3] 
CIII =Clo 80 + u dt + Co (1 - Cpa) U 
[( ano) a d2hn F dhn Cln =CI.. F - Co (3/4 - cpa) U On + nOV &2" + V dt 
( , Fa) (dOn ) + C') (3/-1 - c"a) U + nO dt + f}/3n 
Cn ((dOn ) 1 1 d2h. 1 d20n )] + - - + 0/3 - + - -- - Co lc - 1/2) -- --4 dt n U V2 dt 2 l,a U2 dt 2 
and 
[ ( 1 dho OfJo) Cm" =CI.. (c,.a - ]/4) 00 + U dt + Co (3/4 - cpa) U 
CII 0/301 
... - (r - 3/4) -J 4 "a U 
em .. =CI,. [(cI,t! - J/4) ((F -c(J(3/4-- C,"l) CZE.) On + ~~U d;~n 
+ ~ d;~r + (co (3/4 - C"a) ~ -. ~~) (d:tn ~ Ojn) ) 
Co (( / ) (dOn ) ] . I d2hn J +"4 r,'11 - 3 4 dt T O!3n U~· (c"t! - 1:2) diT U2 
( 1 ( 2) (POn dBn) J )] - Co 32 + C"a - 1/2) d12"+ O-dt- i:2 
F a.!,!d G areJunctio!,!s ~f ~he reduc~d frc9ucncy k •. 
and arc gi\'cn by 
k = ~.~~~ 
211 
JJ{k} - rYJ(k) 
=---,--_. 
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The J."s and the Y.'s are I'·th order Bessel functions of the first and second kind. 
Plots of the lift and moment coefficients for sinusoidal pitching, sinusoidal heaving, 
and combined pitching and heaving motion are plotted in Figures 4 to 7. The (!xperimentnl 
data was taken from Reference 4. These figur('s show that there is some discrepancy in 
the amplitude and phase of the lift and moment coefficients. This may be due to viscous 
effeds which are ignored in Thcodorscn's theory. 
3.2. Equation of Motion for th~ Fr('('-Tip 
The pitch angle measured with r('spert to the disk plane is given by the differential 
equation 
where 
60 =mechnnical damping cocfficiC'nt 
ko =mechanical spring constant 
The moment forn's in the pitch angle equation include 
9" =constant control moment 
M" =acrodynarnic rnom('nt at the quart{lr chord 
=C m" qc~ 
J\1, =lI1orncnt dut, to frictioll 
fl~ 
:='llm0 2 U - !iL 
I ~fr I 
Mfe =-fe~t1l('riilg lIl~lIll(-nl 
:: •. 0 2 (mIl] f "'lll.~) :;in 0 
M $ ::acrodynamic spring 
= - Acclqc~ 
Mdh -=momcnl due to drag and dihl'dral 
( L III.) • =C,f q Co 2- Sill r II" cos 0 
11 
" . f.'" '~. .• - _--. ........ __ .0 • 
(23) 
. . ,'~~ ~ f~ ... ~. '~!J;or ikt.:\~:.~~· of " 
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The pitch nngle mensured with respect to the disk plane (Figure 3) is simply given in terms 
of the local &ngle of nttack, a, and the inflow angle, (/), by 
(24) 
The lift and momen~ coefficients given in Equntions (19) and (20) indicat~ that they can 
each be broken into two terms, the first which is dependent only upon a, ~';, and ~ nnd 
the second which is dependent only upon ¢, ~t-, ~~t, 1~, ~~~, {J. and ~1. Letting 
dh' 
c, =c/(o) + c/{¢, dt ,IJ) 
dh 
Cm =cm(n) of t.m(¢, dt ,{1) 
(25) 
and substituting into Equation (23) gives 
d2Q be rin k8 c/(n)q('~ ~c ~~(Q~r.~ 
"di2+ J dt + -yo + -- -.i-- - J 
n2(m/l} + mom q(1 d'l,;, b~ d,;, k(l 
+ j-·--n:.- J i dl:t ,+ ':rd.; + J"rP 
Cl(¢, ~,tJ)qct.~c C'",(,;" :'/~,:J)qr~~c 
- J + ----j 
(26) 
+
' 02(mJI} + mal;) ... + :~/l ~\!:!!! 
• J .... J ,t J 





The function ~)I{ is not a linear function of a and its dcrivativcs. It is, however, small 
with rcspcrt. to the aerodYllilmic spring and can be i~norcd as a first approximation. 
Dy expanding Q into i\ Fouricr scrics and noting that the operator l is of the form 
A(t) ~~~ + B(t) ~1 + C(/)o. Equation (27) cnn be writtcn as 
:00 :00 
oulO) + L Anl(cosnnt) -i L B,,£(sinnOt) 
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Both £(I(t» nnd '..{(I(t)) cnn be expnnded into Fourier series, 
:lO ::to: 
£(1) =Aoo+ LAClmcosmOt+ L Born sin mOt 
mel mel 
00 00 
£(cos nOt) ==Ac .. o + L A~ .. ", cos mOt -r L Bc: .. m sin mOt 
, , m>:l m:::1 
00 00 (30) 
£(sinnOt) =A, .. o+ L A! .. mfosmO/-i L IJ .. "msinmOt 
mal m::1 
00 ~I 
.M =.Mo+ L ,Mcmco~mnt + I: .MjlmsinmOt 
m=1 m:1 
Substitution of these Fourier expansions into Equation (29) and solving for the Fourier 
co('fficients of Q gives an infinite system of linear equations. 
(31) 
~ c:.; 
QoBom + L A" 1J,'~m ., L U" lJ,.,m :.. 
11=1 ,.,'.1 
,M ... ", 
J 
Two different computer pros;rams \\'('f(' d('\'<'IolH'd to sol\'l' for 1 he Fourier coefficients 
of alpha. The first program, U~STEA DY was dC'v('lopC'd for it fr<'<'-tip rotor in forward 
flight. The number of harmonic terms fo~ n •• 1, O. and ;}~ was Iimiled 10 t,en., This reduces 
the infinite system of Iin('arequatioils fur 'tlJ(" Fourit'r'(,ocfHcienls of 0 to twenty-one. The 
coefficients were then solved by using Gauss C'lilllination. Once a solution was determined, 
the right hand side of thC' l'quation of motion was thcn ('orrcctNI by Ll.M, and thC' harmonic 
coefficients were redetcTrllillcd. This proc('durC' was iterated until the solution converged. 
The second program was UNSTHOVn. This program determines the response of the 
free-tip 10 an air jrt. Th(' number of harmonics was limited to 30 which reduces the 
number of linear equations 10 sixty-one. The method of solution was identical to that of 
UNSTEADY. 
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4. Results 
4.1. Small Scale Model 
4.1.1. Rotor parameters and numerical model descrIption 
A small scale model with a Tt'ct.angular free-tip was studicd in both hover and forward 
flight. The rotor paramct('fs sc.'ll'cted for the analysis are 
Radius = 8.40 /t 
. Chord hmgth = o.SGon II 
J.'rcC'-tip span == 0.8,1 /t 
MomC'nt. of inrrtia = 0.388 x JO-:i .~/uy 112/ It 
A \'crngc tip SIH'C'd := 700.0 It !M~(, 
Forward flight speed = 0.0 and 209.4 II.' ,~u 
90 = 5 Ib It I It 
IJ = 0.0 and 0.3 
Airfoil : V23010-1.58 
Th" paramE'l{'fs which contribute to the feathering moment are 
m! ::. 0.Jl33 X JO- 2 slug/It 
tIIa :.: 0.1012 x 10- 3 slug/II 
I, ~. 0.0075 II 
la ::;. 0.08-10 II 
Note thaI I he paranH'tcrs for I Itt' frC'('-tip dimensiolls ar(' IWo dirnt'nsional. The centcr 
of gravity of th(' fr('C'-tip is localNI at. its pilch axis. For a forward flight velocity of 
V = 209,4 II ,'.c;cr.. til(! inflo\\' a/ld flapping angl('s \\'('fl' cakulatC'd hy the BoC'ing Vc.'rtol 
D-GS program. Two s('ls of dala for rotor blade flappinr, itnd inflow angle distribution 
at fhC' tip wen' gC'rJ('ratl'd b) B-G5 wilh GrIfT :::: (I.OIl and Cx fa :::: 0.007. Boeing Vertol 
B-65 is a thre(' dimensional rotor performance predict ion program for clastic bladc rotors, 
employing the' bladl' f'1('JlH'1I1 theory (Refcrenc{' 2). TIl<' first data set was computed with 
a conventional rectangular fix{'d lip rotor, and the' :>e('ond ~et with the free-tip, whose span 
length was 0.84 It. Wh('/I the inflow angle wa') computed with the B-65 for the free-tip 
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starts. For fixed tip rotor. the entire blade was elastic. In both cases, the blade elasticity 
was prescribed in terms of the first elastic mode shape in flapwise bending and torsion. The 
free-tip and fixed tip have an identical plnnform. The inflow and flapping nngles obtnined 
from B-6S were then used in FTR2 and UNSTEADY. These two sets of data nre referred 
as fixed tip inflow Sl't and free-tip inflow set respectively from now on. The resulting local 
nngles of attack from the prescribed inflow angle and the rigid blade flapping, calculated 
by FTR2, B-GS, and UNSTEADY are Rhown in Figure 8 for the fixed tip inflow set and in 
Figure 9 for the free-tip inflow set. 
It should be noted that the computer programs, FTR2 and UNSTEADY do not make 
iterations for the inflow angle. In other words, thl' r(,~lIlting lift on the free-tip does not 
affect the inflow angle. This will limit the acclIrilry of the analysis. Evcn for thc inflow 
angle g('neraled for th(' fre(.,-tip, t1l(' inflow angh, rontains inlwr('nt inarcllracy berausc the 
data \Va<; generated by U-65, which ignor('d the higlwr harmollic lift oscillations. 
For thes(' Iwo data srts. thN(' is disagrc('nt('nt in the three solutions. This can be 
partially ('xplained by tIlt' diffNences in thc valllcs used for the lift. curve slope. This had 
its largl'st effect. on the advanring side where the formula for the lift slope in FTR2 and 
UNSTEADY has a discontinuilY in ~~f' Howevcr, this can not account for all of the 
discrepancies since both FTH2 and UNSTEADY uSl'd thl' sallie lift rUT\'l' slope. 
The additional diffcrenc('s may he explained by tlw diff('f('IICl'S ill the lift and moment 
coefficients us(,d in each program. III R-G5, Theodorsell'~ III1:'t ('ady lift and lIloml'nl coef-
ficients were u:sed. Th(' assumption was made that ttl(' roll!'t HilI and first harrnonic terms 
dominated the Fourier expansions of the angle of (llla( k. I II<' lH'a\'in~ motion, and the 
flapping motion. No attempt was madl' to tr('at ttlt' lIarllloni<"s sl'parately, instead, thcy 
were all tr('ated as if they wer(' thl' fl"lit harmonic. 
In FTR2, the stcady forms of I 11(' lift and montent co('fliri(,lIt s were' used. The damping 
r()('flicil'nt'was assumed 10 hr the damping C(leffirient cakulatt·o for the first harmonic of 
U]\;STEADY. Again. no attempt was made to treat the harmonk Icrms separately. 
In UNSTEADY. Theodorsen '5 lift and momcnt are uniqu('\y oeterrnin('d for each har-
monic. 
To determine what effrct these differences in angle of attack distributions might have 
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ClIO =COO'O 
C D dO'" Cl .. = nO'" + "Tt 
(32) 
Crn" = Ho 0'0 
. dO'
n 
ern .. = lin 0'" + Kn dt 
The operator I:, acting upon the n-th harmonic gives 
(33) 
or 
d20 be -t bl) dQ ke + ku £(0) :: -- + ._-- --_.; --0 
. dl 2 J dt J (34) 
..... here en, D", Hn , and Ii" are constants determined from Thf>odorsen's lift and moment, 
and ka and b,. ar€' the aerodynamic spring constant and 1 h<' af'rodynaUlic- damping. ke is 
a mechanical torsional spring and b(l is a rn('chanical viscous damper. 
For HOVER, en and IJ n in thl' al!o\'c equation arc rl'plac('d by 




Dn =D I 
1/" = HI 
Kn = KI 
for rl ~ }, C?C 
for n = 2,00 
(35) 
(36) 
If I he mechanical damping and mechanical spring are ignorl'd, the equation for the 
n-th harmonic of 0: is 
d20:" ba dan k<J< I U I . ( n ) 
-- + -- - + -0 =: Ir, Sin nllt +.J.. dt 2 J dl J n 'i'n (37) 
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. Since U is constant for hO'Tf!r, the terms A ... m , A c .. m • B, .. m, and B c .. m in Equation (31) 
are equal to zero unless n ::: m. 
The amplitude of an is given by 
(38) 
If the forcing terms for HOVER. B-65, and UNSTHOVR are equal, it is possible to deter-
mine the ratio of the An ralculat~d by UNSTIJOVR with respertto the An caJr.ulated by 
HOVER or 8-65. In UNSTHOVR the flapping motion is identically set ~qual to zero. The 
results are shown in Tabl(' 1. Compared to the co('ffici('nts calculat('d by UNSTHOVR, 
HOVER overestimated An for the first four harmonksi 8-65 overestimated the second 
through fourth terms. However, for the fifth through tenth harmonics, both FTR2 and 
8-65 badly underestimated An. 
The forcing function .M is also affected by the treatment of the higher harmonic 
terms. The funct;,.m .M includes lift and moment t('rms which are due to the inflow· angle, 
the heaving motion, and the flapping angle. The lift and moment due the steady portion 
of the inflow angl(' cancel out the lift and moment due the steady portion of the heaving. 
However. this is not trlle of th(' higher harmonic- t('rITIs. 
In HOYEH no rOfr('rtion was made to .M 10 allow for these higher harmonic lift and 
moment terms. 8-65 tn'atC'd the~(~ correction:; a~ if tliC'y WNe all first harmonic. For 110 
mechanical damping alJ(l no mechanical spring .. ~t Ul,(OOIllCS 
!.!( /" /2) d'1o I, dq> ~. n III!; - III" ., qll ~M 
._ .... _ - + -¢'1 __ . _.0 ____ ._-_¢ + _ ...... __ 
dt'J J dl J .1 J J (39) 
where band k are thl' damping and spring Clwflkit'lIt:-- d<>rivE'd from the c,(¢,p, ~1) and 
em (¢, p. ~7). Table:l shows th(' rat ios of thf' forcing func.1 iOIl amplil udes and the harmonic 
coefficients for tll('° angl('of attack. (l. 0 Note that tlicf(' is il ~izilbl(' correction to the first 
harmonic t('rm of M in r~STJ10\·n. 
4.1.2. Free-tip respousp to an air jet during hovC'r 
The free-tip response to a vNtical air jet during hover is now inv('stigatE'd. The air 
jet is modeled as a change in inflow angle. For simplicity, inflow angle change across the 
air jet was assumed to be a half sine wave. Note that the frequency of the excitation due 
10 tIl(' air j(·t can be changed by changing either the rotor angular velocity or the width 
of the' air jet. ]n this study, the width of the air jet was selected to be a \'ariable so that 
all rotor parameters can remain constant. Figure 10 shows the azimuthal lift distributions 
computed by BOVER, and Figure 11 by UNSTlIOVR. The reslllts from UNSTIJOVR also 
17 
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include the lift distributions when two different levels of damping were added. For these 
two cases, HOVER and UNSTHOVR, the inflow angle was prescribed as follows. 
t/J = 3° sin GOt for 90° $ tb < 120° 
tP = 0° for 1200 ::; tP < 360° 
There are significant differences in the solutions. The peak lift value for the HOVER cal-
culation is much higher than UNSTHOVR. This occurs because the aerodynamic damping 
coefficient calculated for th(' first harmonic is less than one half of the aerodynamic damp-
ing coefficient calculated for the higher harmonics as shown in Table 1. Since the program 
HOVER ignores the higher harmonic terllls. t h<' lift distrihut iOIl behaves as a simple un-
derdamped oscillator. Thhl is not the cao;C' with li:'\::;TBO\'H where each harmonic term 
has its own aerodynamic damping and spring roeffiriellts. Nol(' especially how the fifth or 
sixth harmonics are not damped out in Figure 1). 
For Figures 12 and 13 the inflow angle was chang<,d as follows. 
t/J == OC> forOr> ::; 1/.1 < 90" 
t/J =- 3C>sin 120t for 90 11 ::; t!. < 105" 
t/J =- 0<' Cor lOS" .-: t/' -:: 3(;0" 
Again, the result of UNSTHOVR inc:ludes the additional lift distributions with two leve!s 
. of damping. ]11 spil<' of tIll' hi~h excit.ation fn'lJlJ('lIc~" 1:l0. Fi~ur{' 13 shows that the 
relat i\'<,ly low harmonic osdllat ion is not darnJl(·d out. II a rnl'ly, th<' fift h harmonic. The 
lift distributions in Figuf('s 1) and 13 suggest tllat th<' natural freC)lIellry of the system 
is betw~en Sf} and 60. From Tahle ), it is also possihlp to cI<'lt'rminE' that the natural 
fr<,quency for t.his syst.em is somewh<'rr between Ml and 6ft Figure 14 shows a difference 
. . het~een the' square o( the natural frcqucnc:y .of .th~ system, ~t, and harmonics of the 
rotor angular velocity to the square, (nO) 2. lntt>rpolat iOIl of the dat a suggests that the 
nat.ural frequency of thl' system, is approximat('ly ;,,20 ...: ·1:~:t:l:l rad / ,qu. For both cases 
increasing the m~chaniral damping also d('crcases the amplitud(' of lift oscillations. 
4.1.3. Free-tip r('spons(' in forward flight 
For forward flight, tl\(' <'ffects of friction, mechanical damping and mechanical spring 
on the azimuthal lift distrihut iOlls ar<' investigated. The computations were carried out. 
with two different inflow !'ets dpsrriued previously. The fixed tip inflow set was used for 
Figures IS to Ii, and the fr('e·tip inflow set for Figures 18 to 20. In all cases, there is a 
notir.eabl(' lift p(~ak on tIl(' retreating sidl' around tP = 300 0 to 330". This pcak'iscauscd by 
the dynamic. pressure build-up. Since th(' dynamic pressure on the retreating side is small, 
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the aerodynamic spring on the free-tip, which determines the capability of the free-tip 
response, is also low. Therefore, the free-tip fails to respond to the fast dynamic pressure 
build-up beyond t/J = 2700 , which results in the lift peak. This is the q-cffect discussed 
in Reference 1 and 2. For both sets of inflow angle and flapping angle data there is a 
large amount of variation in the lift force on the advancing side. This variation can be 
smoothed out by decreasing the coefficient of friction (Figures 15 and 18) or by increasing 
the m<;chanical damping (Figures 16 and 19). Increa..,ing the mechanical damping has the 
undesirable effect of making the frce-tip slow to react and causes the peak to peak lift to 
increase. 
Figures 17 and 20 indicate that increasing the mechanical spring constant helps to 
decrease thl' p('ak t.o peak lift with the fixed tip inflow !wt, since the q-effect is the dominant 
in the lift distribution and adding a mechanical spring increases the natural frequency and 
enables t.he tip to respond faster. With the inflow angle distributions generated by B-
65 with th(' fr('('-tip, the q-effect docs not seem to be significant b('cal1~e of its inflow 
pattern, and adding mechanical spring causes larger oscillations on the advancing side due 
to underdamping, which was predicted by the !Jnst(>ady lifting surface theory (Reference 
1 and 2). Then' is no appr('ciable smoothing of tlw higher harmonic terms of the lift 
distribution by the inclusion of mechanical damping. 
Alt.hough the rotor parameters were identical for the two small scale cases, the az-
imuthal lift distributions calculated for the two sets of inflow and flapping angles are 
dissimilar du('to th(' differenc(' in inflow pattern. The mean lift level calculated with the 
free-tip inflow !o,('t is higher than that calculated with th<.' fixed tip data. The lift distribu-
tion with frep-t ip inflow set has more higher harmonic components than the lift distribution 
with the fix(·d t.ip inflow s('t, although its peak to peak lift is smaller than the peak to peak 
lift calculated for the fixed tip inflow set. 
In Figures 21 and 22, the pitch angle of the ff('(~-tip computed with the fixed tip inflow 
set and free-tip inflow set are presented. The fixed tip inflow set produc('d a much larger 
peak value' for the pitch a'ngle. For t.h~ fixed 'tip hi flcw;' sd. ',ott kes shed from the tip of the 
inboard section do not exist. In the free-t.ip elata. thc' dl'('ct of the!o,(, vortices is included. 
The inclusion of these shed vortices causes an upwa!)h compollent to be added into the 
inflow angl(' at the free-tip. For this model til(' lIJ1wash cornpOlll'nl was not large enough 
to make the inflow angle positive. It did. hO\\,(,\w. reduce the magnitude of the inflow 
angle on the retreating side. This caused the pitc:h anglC' to remain positive and to have a 























4.2. FuIJ Scalp Model 
4.2.1. Rotor parameters 
A parametric study was performed for a full scale model with a swept free-tip. The 
parameters of interest were the sweep, the constant control moment, a constant moment 
coefficient at 25% chord, the mechanical spring constant, mechanical damping, and friction. 
The criteria for success was a constant lift distribution. 
The rot.or parameters used in this study are 
Radius = 28.0 It 
Chord length = 1.2657 It 
Free-tip span = 2.8 It/sec 
Moment of inertia = 0.02 slug 112/ It 
Average tip speed =650 It/sec 
Forward flight speed::. 325 and 95 It/sec 
qu =40 Iblt/lt 
Il -= 0.5 and 0.15 
Airfoil : V2301O-l.58 
The parameters for the feathering moment are 
m, ==0.1649 x 10- 1 sillY 'it 
mil := 0.4415 X 10- 2 slug/It 
Ira = 0.28 It 
, I, == 0.075 ' It 
Note that th(> parameters for the free-tip dimensions are two dimensional. The center of 
gravity of the free-tip was again located at its own pitch axis. Two sets of data were used 
for the flapping and inflow angles. For the first. sel of data, the ~orward velocity was ::i25 
It I sec with the ad\'ance ratio of Jl = 0.5. The inflow angle was calculated by B-65 for a 
fixed tip with Cr/(J ~ 0.08 and eX/(J ~ 0.007. No flapping angles were available . 
. 
For the second set of data, the forward flight velorit.y was 95 Ill.~ec with the advance 
ratio Lf'ing It ::; 0.15. TII(> flapping and pitching mot ions we're obtained from flight test data 
for a Sirorsky ~-5R helicopter with a fixc>d tip rotor (Hc·fcrc>nC'c 5). The thrust coefficient 
based on the weight of the helicopter, )),500 lb was Grio ~ 0.08. The inflow angle was 









4.2.2. Free-tip re3ponae in high speed forward fligbt 
The lift distributions calculated with the first Get of data with Il = 0.5 are presented 
in Figures 23 to 29. The lift distribution shows a large amount of oscillation on the 
advancing side. There is also a large peak in the lift distribution on the retreating side. 
This is the q-effect discussed previously. Increasing the friction coefficient to 0.2 x 10-2 
reduces the amplitude of thl' lift distribution (Figure 23). This behavior is similar to what 
was observed in small scale model. Since the frirtion is dependent upon the sign of 1i, 
it act.s as a damping term. Vlhen the motion is underdamped, additional friction helps 
to smooth out tll(, lift distribution. When the motion is overdamped, additional friction 
contributes to the oscillatory lift. distributi('n by furt.her suppressing the capability of the 
frcf.-tip to respond to t ht' pert urbations. 
The inclusion of mechanical damping smooths Ollt somt' of the higher frequency oscil-
lations (Figure 24). As was the case with the small scale model, largt' m<'chanical damping 
prevents the fn'e-tip from reacting quirkly and causes the "l~ak to peak lift t.o increac;('. 
Inclusion of a mechanical spring has little or no effect 011 smoothing the higJier fre-
quency oscillations on the advancing side (Figur(' 2.~). How(>ver, it did have a major ('Ift'ct 
on flattening the lift distribution on the retreating sid.', since the JrJt'chanical spring helps 
to minimize the q-effect where the aerodynamic s!lring term is low. 
Decreasing the effective pitch axb' offset from the a(>rodynamic center of the free-tip 
had a drastic effect upon the lift distribution. Dt'creasing tIll' elfecti\'(, pitch axis decreases 
the aerodynamic spring and damping. This allows the free-tip to oscillate with a larger 
amplitude as indicated in FiG'Jre 26. 
The major ('fff'Ct of lowering the constant control moment was to lower the average 
lift ( Figure 27). There are some small changes in the shape of the lift distribution, but 
very little smoothing occurs. 
The indusion of a constant aerodynamic moment coefficient at the 25% chord pre-
. dominantly chang<'s the lift on the advancing side (Figure 28). The positive Cm raises the 
lift and th(' negative c'" lowers the lift. Then> is no smoothing effect. 
It appears that to olJtain a constant lift distribution, both mechanical damping and 
a mechanical spring must be added. The mechanical damping is used to smooth the 
lift distribution on the advancing side; the mechanical spring is used to smooth the lift 
distribution on the retr<'ating side. Both t.he nH'chanical spring and damping must be 
added since the mechanical damping causes a larg('r q-effcct on the retreating side and 
the mechanical spring causes more lift oscillatioll 1n : h(' advancing side. The combination 
of mechanical damping and m(>chanical spring ar(> shown in Figure 29. This combination 
does indeed smooth the entire lift distribution and decrease the peak to peak lift, since it 
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4.2.3. Free-tip response in low gpeed forward flight 
The lift distributions calculated with the second Bet of data with Il = 0.15 are plotted 
in Figure 30, with three 1ifferent levels of mechanical damping. The experimental set of 
data produced a much flatter distribution than the previous set of data for the high speed 
flight for all three levels of. damping. This o(,curred because the higher order harmonic 
terms in the inflow angle, the downwash velocity, and the forward velocity are smaller than 

















Two computer programs, UNSTEADY and UNSTHOVR were developed for the inves-
tigation of the free-tip rotor response duri.lg forward flight and hover. They both incorpo-
rate Theodorsen's lirt deficiency functions, uniquely defined for each harmonic component 
of the free-tip pitching and heaving motion. 
A large pitch axis offset of the free-tip from its aerodynamic center increases the 
aerodynamic spring, which improves the free-tip response. The addition of the mechanical 
spring reduces the q-effect on the retreating side. M('chanical damping must be added 
to minimize the oscillation on the advancing siu('. Neith(~r the rn('chanical spring nor 
the damping should be large since the mechanical spring incr(l;c;es the amplitude of the 
oscillation on the advancing side and mechanical damping incr('ases the q-effect. This result 
agrees with those cited in Reference 1 and 2. The calculations indicate that to achieve 
a constant lift distribution, both mechanical damping and a mechanical spring must be 
added. 
Even with the higher harmonic terms on the ad\'~ncing side, the lift distribution for 
the free-tip is much more constant than the lift distribution for the conventional fixed tip. 
It does not have a large negative lift on the advancing side. This alone should r('du('e some 
of the oscillation associated with the fixed tip rotor. 
The higher harmonic terms of the angle of attack, the heaving motion and the forcing 
function in Theodorsen's theory were ignor(ld in FTR2 and B-65. These progarrns treated 
the lift and moment as if tJlere was only a first harmonic motion. 
It should also be noted that the inflow and flapping angles play('d a major role in the 
azimuthal variation of the lift ('oC'ffirient as indicat('d by the differences in the azimuthal 
lift distributions of the two sP.1all scale> mod£'ls. Both models shared the same physical 
dimensio~s and the sa,m(' rorwarcl velocity, hO~\·(lv('r. the inflow and flapping angles were 
difrerent. The iift' distribution ralculatC'd wi"th tli(' frC'('-tip inflow set had a higher average 
lift, a smaller peak to peak lift., and larger higher harmonic terms than the lift distribution 
caJculat('d with the fixe'd tip inflow sl'l. 
The free-tip calculation of th(· inflow and f1appillg angl('s by B-05 treated all harmonic 
terms as if they were a first harmonic. In l'~STEADY and liNSTHOVn. the computer 
program was not iterated for the n'slllt ing lift and inflow angle, tiwrefore, it is impossible 
to predict how the com'ct tn'atrnent of each harmonic term would aff(lct the inflow and 
flapping angles and, henc£', the azimuthal lift dis! ri\'ution. This should be seriously con-
sider('d when examining the full scale results. Thl' full scal(' inflow and flaplling angles arc 
either taken from a program which had a fixed tip or they are taken from experifllental 
data fo. a fixed tip rotor. The wake relaxation of the' total rotor system with the correct 
treatment of higher harmonics should be performed to solve this problem. 
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Table 1. Ratios of the harmonic coefficients 
COEFFICIENT RATIOS 
I 
HARMONIC: t. ~J - (nO)2 J +----_.- ._--
1 I 54.07 . ~26,941_ 
--
'-f 
2 135.5B 192,B52 
.- -. 
3 180.87 146.599 I 
._- . 
'-
. '~j~8~OJ -4 21O.1~ 
-_ .. _- : .'-S 230.5B 16.128 
; ._------- ---.- - -1- ...• .. - ---_. 
I .il - . ., r- -.- ----.----i----.----
t- 8 265.20 -279,695 -r -9 272.97 -405.915 I 
---
I 10 I 277.39 -546.176 
ACI) is the value calculated by BOVER 
A (2) is the value calculated by D-65 
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Table 2. Corrections to the forcing function 
COEFFICIENT RATIOS 
IIARMO:\IC ~ M(UNSTHOV~ I A(UNSTH_OV~ 
. "'.{1I0Vl.;H) A(HOVEH) f-- -_. .. -~- --.-1 i 1.100 1.034 f---.- 2' . --=t 1.064 0.936 r- ... --.-
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Figure 8. Angle of attack for fixed tip inflow set 
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Figure 9. Angle of attack for free-tip inflow set 
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Figure 10. Response to an air jet, HOVER 
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Figure 11. Response to an air jet, UNSTHOVR 
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Figure 13. Response to nn air jet. UNSTHOVR 
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Figure 15. Effect of friction, fixed tip inflow set 
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Figure 16. Effect of mecha.nical damping, fixed tip inflow set 
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Figure 18. Effect of friction, free-tip inflow set 
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Figure 19. Effect of mechanical damping, free-tip inflow set 
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Figure 20. Effect of a mechanical spring, free-tip inflow set 
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Figure 21. Pitch angle of the free-tip with fixed tip inflow set 
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Figure 22. Pitch . angle of the free~tip with free-tip jnfl~w set 
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Figure 23. Effect of friction 
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Figure 25. Effect of a mechanical spring 
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Figure 26. Effect. of t.he effective pitch n..,,<is 
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" Figure 27. Effect of the constant 'control moment' 
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'Figure 28.' Effect 'of th~ aerodynamic moment coefficient 
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Figure .29. Effect of mf'Chanical damping and mechanical spring 
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. C 'Figure 30: Effect of mechanical damping, Il" = 0.15 ' 
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Sample Data Set 
$SUSIE ~~X-20. EPS-O.ceeOI 
N-144.J-.02.0ELC-O.232.CPA-O.12S.C-l.2GS7 • 
OUSQ.1436.36. VS~~1143.7S, V-192.J. OR-GSe.O. RAOIUS-2B.O. 
UASs-0.18634. QZEROa40.0. AI-0.0. BI-O.O. CM3-0.0.PHIZ-7.4312S. 
BETA0-0.0.01-5.632G9.02-3.75692.0J-O.94621.04-0.5260J.05-0.46910 • 
06-0.09250.07-0.18116. on- 0.14434. 09--0.05879. 010--0.16852. 
Fl-0.6290S. F2--0.5J38J. F3- 0.32042. F4- 0.35417. FS-O.14365. 
F6-0.11166.F7- 0.09747. F'S-0.20000.F'9-0.00475. FlO-0.e07CO. 
BS1-.0. 052-0.0. e53-0.0. BS('O.O. OSS-O.O. 
B56-0.0, B57-0.0. 858-0.0. B59-0.0. BS10000.0. 
BC1-0.0. BC2-o.0. eCl-o.o. BC4-0.0. BeS- 0.0, 
Be6-0.0, BC7-0.0. BeSaO.O. BC9-O.O. eC1G-O.O, 
CLA0-3.552. 0IVUAc-D.75. 
C00-0.00B4. C01--0.0l02. C02a0.J84. ~~RIT-O.SJ. ACRIT-33 .• 
DCDOU-.OS. MUl-O.eOl. 800TH-0.0. KTHETAaO.O, 
~.e04415. ~F-e.OI6490. lA-O.28. LF-O.07S. 
AP0- 22.71. API--2.2J. 6Pl-1J.28. n~8.0. TLOC-2S.20. 
TIPL-2.8. GAMMA-O.O. THPRE-O.O $ENO 
'. 
Input Data Description 
maximum number of iterations 
limit on Cl'n+J - Q n (rad) 
number of computation points 
moment of inertia of Free-Tip (slug It I It) 
effective pitch axis offset, Ac 
.Io,cation of the, pitch. axis measured from the leading edge 
Free-Tip average chord length (J t) 
dynamic pressurc."(Mach numbcr)2 (fbi It 2 ) 
sonic velocity (It/sec) 
helicopter forward flight velocity (kt~l) 
average tip speed (It/sec) 
58 
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APO. API. AP2 
TW 




,- "c. - ~ • or; Co C 
rotor radius (It) 
mass of the Free-Tip (slug/ It) 
constant control moment (It lb/ It) 
cyclic control moment (It lb/ It) 
constant moment coefficient 
harmonic coefficients which define the inflow angle distribution 
, (deg) 
harmonic coefficients which define the flapping motion (deg) 
lift curve slope of the tip section at Moo = 0 
lift divergence Mach number (See listing.) 
coefficients which define the drag coefficient as a function of 0; 
critical a and Mach number used to define the compressibility 
drag increment 
¥i:J at critical Mach number, VMCRIT 
friction coeffident 
mechanical damping factor (lb sec2 / II) 
mechanical spring rate (lb Itllt) 
forward and aft masses which contribute to the feathering mo-
ment (slug/ It) . 
forward and aft moment arms which contribute to the feather-
ing moment (ft) 
collective and cyclic pitch control of the inboard section, meas-
ured at the blade root in the shaft axis system (dey) 
blade twist, negative down (dea) 
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radial location of the Free-Tip c. g. (It) 
Free-Tip span length (It) 
Free-Tip dihedral angle, positive down (deg) 
mechanical spring pretwist angle (deg) 
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Sample Data Set 
$SUSIE NMAX-49. EPS-9.CG091· 
N-144.J-.0C03B8.0ELC-.13,CPA-.125,C-.56977 
Ql.lSCPI439.J7. VSOU~Jo-lIJ7.7J. V-9.0, OR-700.0. RAOIUS-B.4. 
UASSsO.01157. OZERQ.O.O. AI-O.O. Bl-0.0. CM0-C •• 
CLAe-3.552. OIVMAC-O.7~. 
COe-O.CI91. COI--0.008. C02a0.C75. VUCRIT-C.706. ACRIT-32.2. 
OCOt».t-O.105. I.4UL-O. 001. BOOTfl-O. G. KTHETA-C.G. 
UA-0.0001012. ur.C.0CI133. LA-O.084. Lr-C.C075. 
APe- -6.48. API-C.O. BPI-C.O. TWw-9.450. TLOC- 7.56, 
TIPL-O.84. G~AA-O.O. THPRE-O.O. PHIA-3.0.PHIB-O.C.PSTART-9C .• 
PENO-12C.0 '$EUD 
Input Dat:! Dl'scriptioll 
maximum numh('r of iterations 
limit on 0n.\ On (rad) 
number of computation points 
moment. of inertia of Free-Tip ( ... lug It, It) 
effective pitch axis off.')et, 6.c 
location of thc pitch axis mec..surcd from th(' leading edge' 
Ff(~C-Tip average chord length (It) 
dynamic pressure/(Mach numbcr)2 (Ih/lt't) 
sonic velocity (It/sec) 
helicopter forward flight vclocity (kts), rn\l~t be 0 
tip speed (It/sec)' 
































rotor radius (It) 
mass of the Free-Tip (slug! It) 
constant control moment (It Ib/ It) 
cyclic control moment (It Ib/ It) 
constant moment coefficient 
lift curve slope of the tip section at Moo = 0 
lift divergence Ma.'th number 
coefficients which define the drag coefficient as CI function of Q 
critical Q and Mach number used to define thl' compressibility 
drag increm('nt 
~ at C'Titical Marh number, VMCRIT 
friction coeHicient 
rn('chanical damping factor yh su2 I II) 
mechanical spring ratt' (lb lif Ii) 
forward and aft masses which contribut(' to thE' feathering mo-
ment (slug/ It) 
forward and aft moment arms which contribute to the feather-
.. jng moment .. (It) .' 
collective and cyclic pitch control of the inhoard sect.ion, meas-
ured at the blade root in the shaft axis system (deg) 
blad(' twist, negative down (deg) 
radial location of the Free-Tip c. g. (/1) 
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'/ oJ ! _ .. ,: .. ,. I 
Free-Tip dihedral angle, positive down (deg) 
mechanical spring pretwist angle (deg) 
amplitude of half sine inflow angle (deg) 
constant inflow angle (deg) 
azimuthal angle at which the half sine inflow angle begins (deg) 
azimuthal angle at which the half sine inflow angle ends (deg) 
"'J U', 
.I 
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